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Published byWhy EuroActive Local Authorities?

Benefits for local authorities:

Benefits for the people living in
local authorities:

Benefits for the staff of local authorities:

Raising the local profile and strengthening
its competitiveness
Promoting social integration and cohesion
Exerting influence at the European level
Human resource development

Benefits from EU-funded projects and
European initiatives
Giving substance to European themes and
topics at the grassroot level
Expanding local and international contacts at
the personal level
Increasing familiarity with different
languages and cultures

Improvement of skills and competencies
Expanding personal and professional
networks
Intercultural skills and language
proficiencies
New impetus for occupational activities



www.mbei.nrw

Programme Objectives Programme ElementsWhy was the programme developed?

Local authorities in Europe need to be well-
informed and well-prepared for European
integration to become a success story.

Because strong cities, towns and counties are
the foundation on which the European house is
built. At the local level, people can experience
directly that Europe is there for them – and not
the other way around. The municipalities are the
place where EU funding programmes are put
into effect. Many national laws which are
implemented at the local level stem from
European impulses and initiatives.

With this programme to strengthen the
European activities of local authorities, the
State Government of North Rhine-Westphalia is
assisting local municipalities and counties in
their effort to advance and enhance their ideas
and activities that focus on Europe and the
European Union.

actively taking part in shaping European
policies

representing local interests at the EU level

consciously applying and implementing
European guidelines and standards

partaking in EU funding schemes and
becoming actively involved in shaping and
implementing these programmes at the
local level

giving substance and life to the European
idea and spreading it

exchanging best practices, building
networks, gaining new skills and thus

increasing awareness for the options and
opportunities provided by Europe for its
inhabitants.

Award for EuroActive Local Authorities

Special awards for particularly successful
examples of European activities at the
local level

Training for staff of local authorities
concerning European themes and topics

Regular round-table discussions with the
State Secretary in charge of European
affairs

Annual networking symposium for the
award-winning local authorities

Visits to Brussels on invitation of the
European Commission

Informational events for different target
groups at the local level

Facilitating the exchange of experiences
and building of networks among local
players concerning European topics and
activities.

The State Government wants to assist
local authorities in:


